
Cosmic Bounce 
Turn off the lights & turn on the fun! Enjoy colored and black lights 
galore. Each guests receives a glow accessory. Wear neon colors or 
white for extra glow fun!

One Bounce Room  (30 minutes)  $25.00

Both Bounce Rooms (60 minutes)  $40.00

Click Pics $20.00 
Your Party Pros always take pictures during your party! 
Take them home to share with an easy access download code

Glow Wars $40.00 
Our Cosmic Bounce gets turned up a notch with Glow 
Blasters! Your bouncers can have a BLAST with our Glow 
Blasters for a fun new way to experience our inflatables! 
(First room only)

Glitter Tattoos  
Let all your bouncers shimmer and shine with their choice 
of Glitter Tattoo! One of our Party Pros will bring our 
retail station to your private party time!

15 Bouncers  $45.00
20 Bouncers  $60.00
25 Bouncers  $75.00
Additional Bouncers $3.00 each (Reg. Retail $5.00)

Bubble Party   $20.00
Let your bouncers dance under a magical shower of bubbles! 
10 Minutes of sheer bubbly giggles! (Second room only)

Balloon Drop   $20.00
Ring in your King or Queen’s special day with the ultimate 
party countdown and cheer under a cascade of balloons!

Popcorn Party  
Enjoy our nostalgic popcorn cart during your party 
room time! A Party Pro will make and serve each 
bouncer in your private party!

Popcorn for 15  $15.00
Popcorn for 20  $20.00
Popcorn for 25  $25.00
Additional Popcorn: 5 for $5.00

Party Experiences

Ice Cream Bar 
Be the favorite party parent when we roll out our Sundae 
Cart! It includes vanilla ice cream, and all the toppings: 
chocolate syrup, whipped cream, caramel sauce, sprinkles, 
marshmallows, and a candy assortment. No peanuts, we 
promise!
Ice Cream Bar for 15 $45.00
Ice Cream Bar for 20  $60.00
Ice Cream Bar for 25  $75.00
Additional Ice Cream Bar: 5 for $15.00

Candy Bar 
Let each bouncer fill a bag with 25 pieces of candy they 
choose from our new Candy Bar!

Candy Bar for 15  $75.00
Candy Bar for 20  $100.00
Candy Bar for 25  $125.00
Additional Candy Bags $5.00 each
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